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Welcome back my friends, to the show
that never ends. Before we have the
judges come out and explain the rules,
we'd like to open with a statement about
comic books in general. If you use it as a
guideline, you'll never be  unhappy...

ONLY BUY COMICS THAT YOU
READ AND ENJOY!

We cannot stress that highly enough.
Comics are an entertainment medium,
and, as such, must provide you with
entertainment for your dollar. Especially
in these days of price increases and over-
hyped title launches, it is important for
you, as a fan, to vote with your
pocketbook. Regardless of our personal
tastes and recommendations to y'all you
should immediately quit reading any title
that you don’t actively enjoy! Stop
buying a comic just to keep your
collection complete, and stop buying it if
you are "waiting for it to get better.” All
we want is for you to be happy, and to
always feel that you are getting value for
your dollar. ‘Nuff  said?

Now we'd like to talk about the rules of
this Sub system:

1. You fill out a subscription update
form every month. The deadline to turn
in your form is printed on the front of the
form. You must also come in at least once
a month to pay for and clear out your
books. Exceptions can be made if, for
example, you are going out of town, but
you must inform us, in writing (any note
will do), to insure no interruption of your
service. If you do not pick up your books
during the month for which they were
ordered, we will not hold them for you to
pick up late unless you give us written
instructions to do so.

2. You must make a deposit and keep an
up-to-date deposit form on file with us.
You can make the deposit either with: 1)
An executed verified credit card form
(with the amount to be filled in should you
fail to pick up your books), or 2) a cash

deposit of $5.00 or 50% of the value of
your order, whichever is greater. Please
note that this deposit will be applied to any
outstanding amounts you owe us for
books that you have not picked up within
the required time. If the deposit amount is
not sufficient, we may require you to pay
the balance due before accepting any
other subscription form requests.

3. If you mark it, you buy it. We base our
orders on some items very closely to your
choices, and will hold you to it.
Submitting a sub-form is an explicit
contract. Of course, if we make an error
pulling your books, you may throw it
back. You may tell us BEFORE a book is
placed in your box that you wish to cancel
it, but once it makes it into your slot,
you’re obligated to purchase what you
ordered.

4. We can only guarantee your order if
you get it to us before the deadline,
which is marked on the cover of the form.
This especially pertains to any limited
item. After this date, we will make every
effort to fill your order, but can no longer
assure it. This is generally not a problem
with most titles.

5. Please don't forget to put your name
on your form. Forms without names go
instantly into the garbage.

6. For your own sake, take your time
when you fill out the forms. Make sure
you read the New Comics section for info,
and ask us any specific questions you may
have. We strongly urge you NOT to
complete the form at the store. Do it at
home where you can take some time to
consider your choices.

7. By turning in a form, you create a
legal obligation to pay for and pick up
the books you chose. Just because you
aren't paying for them right now, don't let
your eyes get bigger than your
pocketbook. It might behoove you to add
up your choices, and make certain you can
afford them in your budget. By signing

and delivering to us the subscription form,
you agree to pay for and pick up all books
ordered. By signing the deposit form and
paying us the deposit, you agree to allow
us to use the deposit to cover the price of
any books you do not pick up!

We only have a limited amount of room
on the sub form , however we will happily
order any item out of the distributor’s
catalog that you desire. Diamond
Previews lists hundreds of products that
we haven't the room for, and gives much
more in-depth descriptions of titles. All
special orders have the same deadline as
the subscription form, and may be subject
to a further deposit (though that's very
rare!)

Thousands of more products are
available each month and can be looked
at in Diamond’s PREVIEWS catalog
online:
https://www.previewsworld.com/
Catalog

You can also find each week’s new
releases at:
https://www.previewsworld.com/
NewReleases

As well as a listing of what is on “final
order cutoff” each week, including all of
the variant covers and stuff like that –
remember we do not order rack copies
of variant covers in most cases unless
there are orders placed in advance!
https://www.previewsworld.com/
FinalOrdersDue  ]

Thems the rules! If you have any
questions, or need any clarifications
whatsoever, please feel free to directly
contact owner Brian Hibbs at:

brian@comixexperience.com
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ago. Today, a petty criminal looking to reform
his life stumbles upon the Chariot and finds
that the agent’s consciousness is still
controlling it... Written by Bryan Edward Hill
with art from Priscilla Petraites. 32 pages for
$3.99

Black Mask Studios
Destiny, NY #1: Logan grew up in a boarding
school for children with magical prophecies.
She fulfilled her destiny so young, she’s having
a midlife crisis in her 20s. When she falls for
the estranged daughter of a mystical crime
family, her new love puts the entire school in
jeopardy. Written by Pat Shand with art from
Manuel Preitano. 48 pages for $3.99

Boom! Studios
The Down River People OGN: Myers
Carpenter is a bootlegger who just inherited his
family’s bar and must turn to his estranged
mother for help. He learns the secrets of his
new family’s lodge, but he may not escape the
dark cult thriving just under the surface of
opulence... Written by Adam Smith with art
from Matthew Fox. 208 pages for $19.99

The Princess Who Saved Herself HC: The
tale of an awesome, independent young kid
who lives with her pet snake and plays rock n’
roll all day, much to the chagrin of the classical

guitarist witch who lives down the road.
Hijinks, conflicts, and a fun reconciliation
ensue. Written by Greg Pak & Jonathan
Coulton with art from Takeshi Miyazawa. 40
pages for $16.99

Proctor Valley Road # 1 (of 5): August,
Rylee, Cora & Jennie have organized a scary
tour with their classmates on the most haunted,
demon-infested stretch of road in America to

fund attending the concert of their dreams.
When their visit turns deadly, the four friends
race to rescue the missing students before the
town finds out. Written by Grant Morrison &
Alex Child with art from Naomi Franquiz. 32
pages for $3.99

Dark Horse
Lady Baltimore #1 (of 5): Once a young
nobody, she is now Lord Baltimore’s most
trusted ally. Now, more than a decade after his
death, she must embrace the title of Lady
Baltimore
and fight
t h e
monsters
l e a d i n g
t h e
charge for
W o r l d
War II.
W r i t t e n
by Mike
Mignola
with art
f r o m
Christop
h e r
Go ld en .
32 pages
for $3.99.

Ablaze
Maria Llovet’s Eros/Psyche #1: “The Rose”
girl’s boarding school is a paradise...if you
follow the rules. If disobeyed, you can end up
expelled or dead. Two young witches in
training find themselves falling for each other,
but their love threatens to break under the dark
secret society within the Rose. Written &
drawn by Maria Llovet. 32 pages for $3.99

Aftershock
Bequest #1: Tangea is a high fantasy world
where everyone is basically living out a DnD
campaign all the time. A group of Tangea
adventurers must go undercover in modern-day
Chicago to stop artifacts and monsters from
falling into the wrong hands. But how will they
fare in a world without wizards and warriors?
Written by Tim Seeley with art from Freddie
E. Williams II. 32 pages for $4.99

AWA Studios
Chariot #1: The Chariot was a secret
governm
ent project
meant to
provide its
star agent
with a
superchar
g e d
m u s c l e
c a r - - a n
incredibly
powerful
w e a p o n .
The car,
along with
its agent,
sank into
the ocean
d e c a d e s

By Zoe Hu
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Orphan and the Five Beasts #1 (of 4): A new
James Stokoe series! Spurred on by her
master’s dying words, the adopted warrior
“Orphan Mo” seeks to find and kill five former
disciples who now threaten the land with
corruption from their demonic powers. Written
& drawn by James Stokoe. 32 pages for $3.99

DC Entertainment
Batman: Urban Legends #1: Literally just
more Batman family stories from a buncha
different people. Sign up if you’re into that
kinda thing. Stories by Chip Zdarsky, Matthew
Rosenberg, Stephanie Phillips & Brandon
Thomas with art from Eddy Barrows, Marcos
To, Ryan Benjamin, Laura Braga & Max
Dunbar. 64 pages for $7.99

Crime Syndicate #1 (of 6): The Multiverse is
reborn, and Earth-3 with it! Witness the true
origins of the
m a l e v o l e n t
makers of
m a y h e m
known as the
C r i m e
Syndicate as a
common foe
unites them.
Features the
origin of
Ultraman (the
S u p e r m a n
o n e ,
obvious ly) .
Written by
Andy Schmidt
with art from
Kieran McKeown. 32 pages for $3.99

Harley Quinn #1: HARLEY IS BACK,
BABY with art by Riley Rossmo. What more
do you need to hear? That the art is super rad

Poison Ivy: Thorns: Pamela Isley is a weird
girl. Antisocial, quiet, unusually concerned
about plants. When a cute goth girl named
Alice Oh shows up, Pamela suddenly feels
compelled to pull back the curtains and let
some sunshine in...but deeper secrets in the
Isley household keep her frozen with fear.
Written by Kody Keplinger with art from Sara
Kipin. 208 pages for $16.99

Sensational Wonder Woman #1: It’s Wonder
Woman’s 80th anniversary! In this battle,
Wonder Woman sacrifices herself to stop Dr.
Psycho, only to be hit with a psychic blast that
traps her in an alternate reality. With
Hawkgirl’s help, she has to remember who she
is before it’s too late. Written by Stephanie
Phillips with art from Meghan Hetrick. 32
pages for $3.99

Suicide Squad #1: As Peacemaker takes over
as field leader, there will be no more avenging
or defending for the government’s top-secret
task force of criminals. Amanda Waller sends
a new squad into Arkham to “recruit” the
deadly Talon while she interviews another
candidate: Superboy. Written by Robbie
Thompson with art from Eduardo Pansica. 32
pages for $3.99

Superman Red & Blue #1 (of 6): A collection
of stories about your favorite hunky Kansas
boy. Stories from John Ridley, Wes Craig,
Brandon Easton, Dan Watters & Marguerite
Bennett with art from Clayton Henry, Wes
Craig, Steve Lieber, Dani & Jill Thompson. 40
pages for $5.99

The Swamp Thing #1 (of 10): Levi Kamei is
the new Guardian of the Green! Unable to
control his transformation into Swamp Thing,

and interesting? That Harley’s got a brand new
outfit?? That she’s ready to kick some ass???
Hurry and sign up, nerd! Written by Stephanie
Phillips with art from Riley Rossmo. 32 pages
for $3.99

Infinite Frontier #0: One shot. The next phase
of the DC Universe begins here! All stories in
this one shot set the scene for the all-new line
of DC comics. Joker messing around in
Gotham, Amanda Waller plotting an invasion
of Arkham Asylum, the League joining forces
with Black Adam and so much  more--see it
all here first!. Stories from like, literally
everybody 64 pages for $7.99

The Joker #1: The Clown Prince of Crime is
several steps ahead of law enforcement and on
the run overseas. Lt. Gordon realizes this may
be the manhunt of his life and the last piece of
a storied career, but he’s not the only one who
wants Joker taken care of. Includes a follow-up
on our favorite podcaster, Alexis Kaye. Written
by James Tynion IV with art from Guillem
March. 40 pages for $4.99

The Mystery of the Meanest Teacher: A
Johnny Constantine Graphic Novel TP:
After angering a number of hostile spirits in
England, 13-year-old Johnny Constantine has
to find a way out of the country. He gets sent
to none other than Salem, Massachusetts and
finds himself immediately treated as an outcast.
Fortunately, he finds two people willing to
tolerate and work with him--Anna and Etrigan.
They set out to uncover the truth about their
nasty homeroom teacher, who they’re sure
must be a witch. Written by Ryan North with
art from Derek Charm. 144 pages for $9.99
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Levi is thrust into the harsh, unforgiving
mystery of grisly murders committed by a
supernatural desert legend. He must revisit past
events in his homeland of India and face the
deadly reality of a ravenous new villain...
Written by Ram V with art from Mike Perkins.
32 pages for $3.99

Teen Titans Academy #1: The original new
Teen Titans take on a mentor role for a new
generation of superpowered teens. Written by
Tim Sheridan with art from Rafa Sandoval. 32
pages for $3.99

Drawn & Quarterly
Cyclopedia Exotica TP: From the creator of
Woman World! Doctor’s office waiting rooms,

The Thud: Told from the perspective of Noel,
a developmentally impaired boy who suddenly
finds himself without his caretaker mother.
Taken to Neuerkerode, a German village
operated by people with mental disabilities,
Noel’s story is told by the author who spent
two years living there. Written & drawn by
Mikael Ross. 128 pages for $16.99

:01 First Second Books
The Leak GN: Ruth Keller is strong-willed
and precocious, always fighting to be heard.
When she discovers a strange slime in the
man-made lake of her suburban neighborhood,
her community encourages her to investigate
and find the truth at all costs. She soon realizes

her primary suspect--the country club owner--
won’t be easy to take down, and that standing
up for what’s right is harder than it seems.
Written by Kate Reed Petty with art from
Andrea Beli. 240 pages for $14.99

The Shadow Life GN: Kumiko’s well-
meaning daughters have placed their 76-year-
old mother in an assisted living home, but she’s
spry enough to go on the lam and keep a cozy
bachelor apartment on her own. Nothing is
quite so simple, of course, and it’s not long
before Death’s shadow begins following her.
How long can she thwart fate? Written by
Hiromi Goto with art from Ann Xu. 368 pages
for $24.99

Graphic Mundi
The Parakeet: An autobiographical account
of an eight-year-old boy coping with his
mother’s poorly treated bipolar disorder &
schizophrenia. After suffering from an
“episode,” she is carted off to a clinic for her
specialized treatment. She always returns in a

commercials, dog parks, and dating app
screenshots capture the experiences and
interior lives of the cyclops community; a
largely immigrant population displaying
physical differences from the majority.
Whether they’re artists, parents, or yoga
students, the cyclops have it tough: they face
microaggressions and overt xenophobia on a
daily basis. Still, they are bent on finding love,
cultivating community, and navigating life
alongside the two-eyed majority with patience
and the occasional bout of rage. Written &
drawn by Aminder Dhaliwal. 260 pages for
$24.95

Tono Monogatari: Shigeru Mizuki Folklore:
The Tono Monogatari, the Japanese equivalent
of the Brothers Grimm fairy tales, adapted by
one of yokai comics’ greatest masters.  Written
& drawn by Shigeru Mizuki. 176 pages for
$24.95

Fantagraphics
I Never Promised You a Rose Garden HC:
The movies of Gus van Sant and 90s alt culture
weaved into two centuries of the Pacific
Northwest’s history as a hotbed of white
nationalism: the Whiteman massacre, the

KKK’s role in Portland’s city planning and
more. At the center of it, a genderqueer kid
trying to process it all. Written & drawn by
Mannie Murphy. 232 pages for $24.99

Red Rock Baby Candy HC: In a slow-motion
explosion of colors, Spector paints a vivid
portrait of her struggle to get pregnant, her
father’s cancer diagnosis & eventual death, and
her recollections of past relationships with her
parents and partner. Written & drawn by Shira
Spector. 216 pages for $29.99
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zombie-like state. In his imagination, he sees
her as a comic-book heroine like Jean Grey,
who may explode in superhuman fury at any
moment. Written & drawn by Espe. 160 pages
for $21.95

Twister GN: Recently paralyzed in a diving
accident, Piedro adjusts to his new life in a
wheelchair. Written & drawn by Roland
Burkart. 120 pages for $17.50

Graphic Universe
Seekers of the Aweto Vol. 1: The Hunt Is
On: Xinyue, along with his brother and
mother, hunt aweto, a rare plantlike treasure.
After an outing, Xinyue discovers the offspring
of a deity that creates aweto and becomes its
reluctant caretaker. Soon, warriors from the

Nocterra #1: Ten years after the world is
plunged into an everlasting night that turns all
living creatures into monsters, the only way to
survive is to stay close to artificial light. Get to
know Val Riggs, a skilled ferryman who
transports people and goods along deadly unlit
roads with her heavily illuminated eighteen-
wheeler. Written by Scott Snyder with art from
Tony S. Daniel & Tomeu Morey. 40 pages for
$3.99

Shadecraft #1: Zadie Lu, teenager, is afraid
of her own shadow. To be fair, she’s pretty
certain the shadows are coming to life and
trying to kill her. But how do you fight
something you can’t touch? And why does
every clue lead back to her family? Written by
Joe Henderson with art from Lee Garbett &
Anonio Fabela. 32 pages for $3.99

deity’s village are on their tail... Written &
drawn by Nie Jun. 136 pages for $9.99

Heavy Metal Magazine
Starward #1: Stephanie Cohen is giving up
her love of classics for pre-med, per her
parents’ wishes. But classics aren’t ready to
give her up--the summer before freshman year,
she realizes she’s the incarnation of a stellar
warrior tasked with guarding the cosmic door
to chaos. Is she strong enough to follow her
heart, accept her history, and save humanity?
Written by Steve Orlando with art from Ivan
Shavrin. 24 pages for $2.99

IDW
Rivers: Three strangers with nothing in
common keep having the exact same recurring
dream. When a new web service is introduced
that helps people share their dreams, they
discover what links these three lonely souls.
Not in a creepy way, though. Written by David
Gaffney with art from Dan Berry. 176 pages
for $19.99

Image Comics
Friend of the Devil: A Reckless Book HC:
In 1985, Ethan Reckless is doing okay until a
missing woman shows up in the background
of an old b-movie. Before long, he’s sucked
into Hollywood’s secret occult underbelly as
he hunts for her among the wreckage of the
wild 70s. Written by Ed Brubraker with art
from Sean & Jacob Phillips. 144 pages for
$24.99

Karmen #1 (of 5): The story of an
unconventional angel named Karmen and the
young woman she takes under her wing when
a case of heartbreak strikes hard. Surprises and
metaphysics abound in this deeply tender
series. Written by Guillem March & Dan
Christensen with art from Guillem March. 32
pages for $3.99
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Ultramega #1: A cosmic plague has spread,
transforming everyday people into violent,
monstrous kaiju. Only the Ultramega--three
individuals imbued with incredible powers--
hold the line against this madness. Is this a war
they can win? Written by James Harren with
art from James Harren & Dave Stewart. 68
pages for $7.99

Little Brown Books For Young
Readers
My Last Summer With Cass GN: Megan and
Cass have always been fellow artists attached
at the hip. When Cass moves to New York,
Megan convinces her parents to let her spend
a week in the city. She soon sees that growing

America’s origin, the debut of the Red Skull
in CAPTAIN AMERICA COMICS #1, as well
as Cap’s return from AVENGERS #4! 48
pages for $5.99

Carnage: Black, White & Blood #1 (of 4): A
coupla bloody short stories featuring yr
favorite red symbiote, Carnage! Written by
Donny Cates, Benjamin Percy & Tini Howard
with art from Sara Pichelli & Ken Lashley. 40
pages for $4.99

Deadpool Nerdy 30 #1: Your second favorite
pansexual disaster is turning 30! To help
celebrate, Marvel has assembled his classic
storytellers to tell of Wade Wilson’s birthdays
past, present & future! 48 pages for $5.99

Demon Days: X-Men #1 (of 5): A wandering
swordswoman with a psychic blade arrives at
a village targeted by demons. Written & drawn
by Peach Momoko. 40 pages for $4.99

King in Black: Ghost Rider #1: One shot. All
Ghost Rider wants is to destroy Mephisto,
round up an army of escaped demons, and
secure his seat on the throne of Hell. Knull and
his army of symbiotes disagree with this plan!
Written by Ed Brisson with art from Juan
Frigeri. 40 pages for $4.99

King in Black: Scream #1: One shot. Does
Scream have what it takes to put a dent in Knull
symbiotic armor? Written by Clay McLeod
Chapman with art from Garry Brown. 40 pages
for $4.99

King in Black: Spider-Man #1: One shot. All
webbed up with no place to go. Written by Jed
MacKay with art from Michele Bandini. 40
pages for $4.99

up is hard, and growing apart is even worse.
Written & drawn by Mark Crilley. 256 pages
for $17.99

Marvel
Alien #1: Recently retired, Gabriel Cruz is
trying to patch things up with his abandoned
son, but his encounters with the deadly
Xenomorph are far from over. Written by
Phillip Kennedy Johnson with art from
Salvador Larroca. 40 pages for $4.99

Avengers: Curse of the Man-Thing #1: One
shot. A new enemy has hijacked Man-Thing’s
body on a quest to take his incendiary abilities
global. Written by Steve Orlando with art from
Francesco Mobili. 40 pages for $4.99

Beta Ray Bill #1 (of 5): Beta Ray Bill is tired
of playing second fiddle to Thor. With the
Stormbreaker recently destroyed, he must
strike out in search of a new weapon--and a
new destiny. Written & drawn by Daniel
Warren Johnson. 40 pages for $4.99

Black Knight: Curse of the Ebony Blade #1
(of 5): Dane Whiteman, wielder of the Ebony
Blade, bears the burden of its curse: an
insatiable lust for blood and mayhem that
constantly threatens to swallow its owner in
darkness. Following the King in Black battle,
a reinvigorated Dane has a greater sense of
purpose than ever. But his sword is the key to
a new enemy’s evil plan and only the Black
Knight can prevent the coming death and
destruction. Written by Simon Spurrier with
art from Sergio Davila. 32 pages for $3.99

Captain America: Anniversary Tribute #1:
Marvel’s best artists (seriously, like, all of
them) redraw and modernize Captain
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Comix Experience Onomatopoeia is published
monthly by Comix Experience, and is based (very
loosely) on the original design by Larry Young. Then
I fucked it up. Completely free if you pick it up
in-store, but if you want us to mail it to you, hey, be
a cool cat and send us $10 for the year. All contents
are copyright and (tm) their actual owners, except
the stuff that’s not, which belongs to us. Brian still
hasn’t learned how to do captions properly, so go
right ahead and conclude that if you see a picture
of Superman, it doesn’t belong to us. This isn’t
exactly rocket science, afterall.. Frickin’ lawyers.
Your comments, accolades, and harsh criticism is
always sought, but what the hell are you reading
this little type for anyway? Are you really that
bored? Shouldn’t you be reading a comic? I mean,
really!

ONOMATOPOEIA
1. The naming of a thing or

action by a vocal imitation of
the sound associated with it .

2. The use of words whose
sound suggests the sense .
3. The only magazine that

goes snap, crackle and pop!!

COMIX EXPERIENCE IS:
Brian Hibbs
Tony Guzman
Zoe Hu
Katt Kelly
Julien Letham
Nathan McMaster

Comix Experience
305 Divisadero Street

(at Page)
SF CA, 94117
(415) 863-9258

and
Comix Experience Outpost
2381 Ocean Ave.

        (at San Leandro)
SF CA, 94127
(415) 239-2669

e-Mail:
brian@comixexperience.com

King in Black: Wiccan & Hulkling #1: One
shot. Freshly off the marriage altar and overdue
for a proper celebration, our favorite couple is
excited for their all-expenses paid vacation at
a glitzy beach resort. Knull and his symbiote
army have other plans. Written by Tini Howard
with art from Luciano Vecchio. 40 pages for
$4.99

Silk #1 (of 5): By day, Cindy Moon is a
reporter for the upstart media empire Threats
& Menaces. By night, she’s Silk, crime-
fighting super hero. The two worlds are
destined to collide as an investigation into a
series of gangland murders puts Silk and
everyone she loves in danger. Who is this
powerful new player in New York’s
underworld? Written by Maurene Goo with art
from Takeshi Miyazawa. 32 pages for $3.99

Thor & Loki: Double Trouble #1 (of 4):
Brothers at adorable war! When Loki dares
Thor to steal a powerful relic from Odin’s
vault, how can the God of Thunder say nay?
Written by Mariko Tamaki with art from
Gurihiru. 32 pages for $3.99

The Trials of Ultraman #1 (of 5): Ultraman
was narrowly able to save the world, but now
come the consequences. Much of the populace
regard their defenders with suspicion. But
soon, a long-thought-lost comrade
mysteriously returns! Will it be the heartfelt
reunion they dreamed of? Written by Kyle
Higgins & Mat Groom with art from Francesco
Manna. 40 pages for $4.99

Microcosm Publishing
Do Not Pet: Curious about how the ADA came
to be? Or what rights disabilities activists are
still fighting for? Pick up this first issue of a
new ongioing series about pet issues to find out
more. Written by Joe Biel with art from Gerta
Oparaku. 32 pages for $4.95

Seeds of Spring #1 (of 15): Naguset, a modern
Canadian Mi’kmaq teenager, exchanges books
and mix tapes with her pen pal, Chris. Her life
is forever changed when he sends her a
biography of the 19th century Russian
anarchist Peter Kropotkin. Juxtaposing
Naguset’s personal and political coming-of-age
in a loving family home with Kropotkin’s
rocky upbringing
in a princely
palace, these two
stories are
interwoven with
K r o p o t k i n ’ s
theories of
freedom, Mi’kmaq
vocabulary and
social history, and
an uplifting punk
s o u n d t r a c k .
Written by
C h r i s t o p h e r

Coquard with art from Sacha Ravenda. 32
pages for $4.95

Oni Press
Jonna and the
U n p o s s i b l e
Monsters #1:
Rainbow has been
searching for her
sister, Jonna, for a
year. In a world of
terrible monsters,
her only mission is
to find and protect
her sister. Written
by Chris Samnee
with art from
Laura Samnee. 32
pages for $3.99.

Sprite and the Gardener HC: Sprites were
once the caretakers of gardens. Every flower
was grown by their hand. When humans
appeared and began growing their own
gardens, the sprites’ magical talents began to
fade. Wisteria, an ambitious and kind-hearted
sprite, wants to unearth her long-lost talent of
gardening, but it may not be the welcome
surprise she intends them to be... Written by
Joe Whitt with art from Rii Abrego. 88 pages
for $17.99

Vault Comics
Witchblood #1: A modern Wild West road
trip following a witch named Yonna as she
cruises the Southwest. Hunting for witch
blood, a band of bloodthirsty biker vamps
known as the Hounds of Love stalk her and her
scattered coven. Written by Matthew Erman
with art from Lisa Sterle. 32 pages for $3.99
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Heavy Metal
Starward

IDW
Rivers GN

Image Comics
Friend of the Devil: A Reckless Book HC
Karmen (of 5)
Nocterra (Synder/Daniel)
Shadecraft
Ultramega
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…are you experienced?
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Little Brown for Younger
My Last Summer With Cass GN

Marvel
Alien
Avengers: Curse of the Man-Thing
Beta Ray Bill (of 5)
Black Knight: Curse of Ebony Blade (of 5)
Captain America Anniversary Tribute
Carnage: Black, White & Blood (of 4)
Deadpool Nerdy 30
Demon Days: X-Men (of 5)
King In Black: Ghost Rider
King In Black: Scream
King In Black: Spider-Man
King In Black: Wiccan & Hulkling
Silk (of 5)
Thor & Loki: Double Trouble (of 4)
The Trials of Ultraman (of 5)

Microcosm Publishing
Do Not Pet
Seeds of Spring (of 15)

Oni Press
Jonna and the Unpossible Monsters
Sprite and the Gardener HC

Vault Comics
Witchblood

Anything we missed?  Add Here!
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